Symmetry properties of the three 10-cages on 70 vertices are investigated. Being bipartite, these graphs are Levi graphs of triangle-and quadrangle-free (353) conÿgurations. For each of these graphs a Hamilton cycle is given via the associated LCF notation. Furthermore, the automorphism groups of respective orders 80, 120, and 24 are computed. A special emphasis is given to the Balaban 10-cage, the ÿrst known example of a 10-cage (Rev. Roumaine Math. Pure Appl. 18 (1973) 1033-1043), and the corresponding Balaban conÿguration. It is shown that the latter is linear, that is, it can be realized as a geometric conÿguration of points and lines in the Euclidean plane. Finally, based on the Balaban conÿguration, an inÿnite series of linear triangle-free and quadrangle-free ((7n)3) conÿgurations is produced for each odd integer n ¿ 5.
Introduction
The motivation for the paper is a connection between cages (graphs) and conÿgura-tions (incidence structures). In particular, the 2n-cycles in graphs correspond to n-gons in conÿgurations. We extend the present knowledge about this subject to 10-cages. Also, some additional properties of graphs and conÿgurations are studied.
Conÿgurations
A (symmetric) conÿguration (v r ) is an incidence structure of v points and v lines such that there are r lines through each point, r points on each line, and two lines meet in at most one point. We can relate conÿgurations to graphs in the following sense. Let L = L(C) be the bipartite graph with v "black" vertices representing the points of the conÿguration C, with v "white" vertices representing the lines of C, and with an edge joining two vertices if and only if the corresponding point and line are incident in C. We call L the Levi graph of the conÿguration C. The following proposition characterizes (v r ) conÿgurations in terms of their Levi graphs. Recall that the length of the shortest cycle in a graph G is called the girth of G. Proposition 1. An incidence structure is a (v r ) conÿguration if and only if its Levi graph is r-regular and has girth at least 6.
Proof. See [11] .
With each conÿguration C the dual conÿguration C d may be associated by reversing the roles of points and lines in C. Both C and C d share the same Levi graph, only the black-white coloring of its vertices is reversed.
If C is isomorphic to its dual we say that C is self-dual and a corresponding isomorphism is called a duality. A duality of order 2 is called a polarity. An isomorphism of C to itself is called an automorphism. Automorphisms of C form a group. A conÿguration C is called linear if it can be realized in the Euclidean plane with points and (straight) lines, see [16] . We say that a conÿguration C is triangle-free if L(C) has girth at least 8, similarly we say that C is triangle-and quadrangle-free if L(C) has girth at least 10, etc. Also, a conÿguration C is called d-gonal if the girth of L(C) equals 2d. In this context we say that d is a normal number if for each integer n there exists v ¿ n such that there is a d-gonal linear (v 3 ) conÿguration. For example, 3 is a normal number, see [16] . The search for the smallest n-gonal conÿguration is therefore equivalent to the search for the smallest bipartite graph with girth 2n. This is where we meet a well-known problem of cages from graph theory.
Cages
For an easy introduction to the subject the reader is referred to [25] . For a simple graph the girth is at least 3. The smallest trivalent graph of girth g is called a g-cage.
Obviously K 4 is the unique 3-cage and K 3; 3 is the only 4-cage. The Petersen graph P(5; 2) is the only 5-cage. The 6-cage is known as the Heawood graph; see Fig. 3(b) . The unique 7-cage has 24 vertices. The 8-cage is known as the Cremona-Richmond graph or the Tutte 8-cage. There are 18 non-isomorphic 9-cages which are computed in [8] . (a) (b) Fig. 2 . The other two 10-cages are also bipartite and give rise to the conÿgurations that are triangle-and quadrangle-free.
Balaban found one of the three 10-cages which is shown in Fig. 1(a) , see [1] . The other two 10-cages are shown in Fig. 2 .
Up to g 6 10 the g-cages are classiÿed completely. For g = 12 there is a unique 12-cage. All other cases (g = 11, g ¿ 12) are still open. For a survey on cages see also [24, 26, 29, 30] . The latest results on cages are given in [23] .
Cages and related graphs have found their applications in chemistry [7] , e.g. in modelling chemical reactions [2] and degenerate rearrangements [18] .
Cages and conÿgurations

Overview
We have mentioned already that the size of the smallest n-gonal symmetric (v 3 ) conÿgurations is related to the existence of cages. By Proposition 1, each bipartite 2n-cage represents a Levi graph of the smallest m-gon-free (v 3 ) conÿguration for m ¡ n, i.e. n-gonal conÿguration (possibly a pair of dual conÿgurations). The cages with an odd girth are not bipartite graphs and will not attract our attention. But, interestingly, all known n-cages where n is an even integer are bipartite graphs and hence generate n=2-gonal conÿgurations for n ¿ 6.
The only 6-cage, the Heawood graph, has 14 vertices. It gives the smallest conÿguration, the Fano (7 3 ) conÿguration or the projective plane of order 2, see The remaining part of the article is devoted to the investigation of these properties in the case of 10-cages and the corresponding conÿgurations.
Ten-cages
As mentioned in the introduction, there are three non-isomorphic 10-cages. They are all bipartite graphs on 70 vertices.
Let us ÿrst investigate the existence of a Hamilton cycle. For cubic graphs with a given Hamilton cycle there is a useful notation due to Frucht et al. [12] . All we have to do is to list the lengths of chords measured in jumps when we traverse the vertices along the Hamilton cycle. Such a list is called the LCF notation. For instance, K 4 can be described by the sequence [2; 2; 2; 2] which can be shortened to [2 4 ]. This proves the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Each 10-cage contains a Hamilton cycle.
An important part of interest when speaking about graph properties is an existence of symmetry. If the automorphism group of a graph G contains a semiregular element (ÿxing the two sets of a bipartition), then G is called a polycirculant. Part of the motivation for studying this class of graphs is a problem proposed in 1981 by the third author who asked if there exists a vertex-transitive graph without a nonidentity semiregular automorphism [19, Problem 2.4] , that is, a vertex-transitive graph which is not a polycirculant. This problem attracted a wider interest in the mathematical community when it was reproposed in a slightly more general group-theoretic setting. The more general form, due to Klin [9, Problem BCC15.12], asks whether every transitive 2-closed permutation group contains a ÿxed-point-free element of prime order. The term elusive has recently been adopted for a transitive ÿnite permutation group without a non-trivial semiregular subgroup. As was shown in [10] , there are inÿnitely many elusive transitive permutation groups, but none of them is 2-closed. It is believed that no 2-closed transitive group is elusive. This conjecture is usually referred to as the polycirculant conjecture. For further results and recent advances with regards to this conjecture see [10, 13, 19, 20, 22] . The concept of polycirculants extends naturally to conÿgurations (see the next subsection). By computing the automorphism groups of all 10-cages we get the following result.
Proposition 3. The automorphism groups of the 10-cages have orders 80; 120; 24, respectively. The Balaban cage and the second 10-cage are polycirculants.
The concept of voltage graphs is generally used to simplify the description of large graphs. We refer the reader who is not familiar with this topic to the book by Gross and Tucker [14] or to the book by White [28] . For example, the Tutte 8-cage is a Z 5 covering graph over the voltage graph in Fig. 4(b) . The ÿrst and the second 10-cage are Z 5 covering graphs over the voltage graphs in Figs. 5(b) and 6(c). Note that in the pictures we present, voltages and arrows are omitted from the edges carrying voltage 0.
The smallest 5-gonal (v 3 ) conÿgurations
The smallest 5-gonal conÿgurations, triangle-and quadrangle-free conÿgurations, result from 10-cages.
The 5-gonal (35 3 ) conÿguration given by the Balaban cage is self-polar and is presented in Fig. 5(a) . We call it the Balaban conÿguration. The second cage gives rise to a pair of dual 5-gonal (35 3 ) conÿgurations, see Figs. 6(a) and (b). The third cage also gives rise to a pair of dual conÿgurations. Hence we have the following result. Another important concept which has been extensively studied for over a century is the existence of a realization of conÿgurations in the Euclidean plane, that is, the question whether a conÿguration is linear or not. Proof. The coordinates can be found in [4] .
The problem of ÿnding a realization can be further extended to the search for nice realizations. There is no general theory, but the use of symmetry of their Levi graphs proves to be helpful.
A conÿguration C is polycyclic if there exists an automorphism which is semiregular, meaning that all orbits on points and lines are of the same size. If has order k then C is called a k-cyclic conÿguration. The corresponding Levi graph of a polycyclic conÿguration is a polycirculant.
There is a theory developed in [5] that enables one to construct the so-called rotational drawings of many conÿgurations admitting a polycyclic structure. In this way the realizations in Figs. 4-6 were obtained. See also [15, 17, 21] for related concepts regarding conÿgurations and graphs which possess certain symmetries. Table 1 The construction sequence for the coordinates of a conÿguration arising from the third 10-cage; in order to obtain a realization, the parameters i , 0 6 i 6 27, must satisfy the equation [ The Balaban conÿguration is polycyclic. Its rotational realization is shown in Fig. 5(a) . It results from the symmetry given by the description of its Levi graph using the voltage graph in Fig. 5(b) .
The same is true for the two dual conÿgurations given by the second 10-cage. Their rotational realizations are depicted in Figs. 6(a) and (b) .
The two 5-gonal (35 3 ) conÿgurations given by the third cage are also linear, but they are not polycyclic and we cannot give rotational realizations as we did in the previous cases. Nevertheless, their realizability can be easily proved using the algebraic methods described in [6] . The coordinates x i , 1 6 i 6 35, for one of them can be obtained from the construction sequence given in Table 1 . Here we use the bracket notation [i; j; k] for det(x i ; x j ; x k ). See [6] for more details. The values for parameters i , 0 6 i 6 27, can be determined in such way that the vectors x i represent a realization over rational numbers, see Table 2 .
Generalizations
Another advantage of using voltage graphs for a description of graphs is a possibility of constructing a sequence of graphs and conÿgurations having the same properties. Proof. Let B(n) be a covering graph of the base graph in Fig. 5(b) with group Z n . All graphs B(n) are bipartite. If n ¿ 5 is odd then it is easy to see that the girth of Table 2 The set of rational parameters 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; 27 for the construction of coordinates presented in Table 1 which gives a rational realization of the conÿguration determined by the third 10-cage, see [4] the covering graph is at least 10. Thus, they determine a sequence of 5-gonal ((7n) 3 ) conÿgurations C n for n = 5; 7; 9; : : : . The ÿrst conÿguration in the series is the Balaban conÿguration, the third one is shown in Fig. 7 . To see that all conÿgurations C n in the series are linear we must ÿrst check whether the necessary condition (for rotational realization) from the algorithm given in [5] can be satisÿed by some set of real parameters for any C n . After, for example, choosing the The discriminant of this quadratic equation is greater than zero for all n ¿ 5. This ensures the existence of real solutions for n ¿ 5 and the fulÿllment of the necessary condition for rotational realization. The fact that this condition is su cient (that is, that no two points coincide) can be proved by computer calculations.
Conclusion
In the text we already mentioned an interesting fact that all known even cages are bipartite graphs. Therefore it makes sense to set the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7. All g-cages where g is an even integer are bipartite graphs.
This conjecture is known to be true for even g up to 12. This is the largest number for which the cage problem is solved. The unique 12-cage has 126 points. It is a Levi graph of two dual (63 3 ) conÿgurations which are also known as the generalized hexagons, see [27] .
At this point we should also mention the enumeration results for (v 3 ) conÿgura-tions, v 6 18, in [3] obtained by computer calculations. The authors report that the results were extended to v = 19 after long parallel computer runs. The number of all non-isomorphic (19 3 ) conÿgurations is 7 640 941 062. Among them there are 1 992 044 self-dual conÿgurations, 1 991 320 self-polar conÿgurations, 3 cyclic conÿgurations, 14 triangle-free conÿgurations. The number of triangle-free conÿgurations is known up to v = 21. The gap between the computer approach and theoretical considerations seems to be unsurmountable which makes the conjecture attractive.
